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President’s MessageITS & Telecommunications
Security

Robert G. Ayers, PE
Recent events have focused our community’s attention

on the appropriate role of ITS in responding to terrorist
incidents. There seems to be an early consensus that ITS
has great promise for supporting emergency dispatch,
evacuation, rescue, and rebuilding activities in
the aftermath of such events. Many articles
will be published in a variety of forums in
the near future on how the incident re-
sponse and management capabilities
inherent in ITS can support emergency
response efforts. In order for ITS to be
useful in the aftermath of a terrorist
event, or even a malicious prank, ITS
must itself be designed to survive such
catastrophic events.

The telecommunications industry has
developed a number of techniques to ensure the
survival of telecommunications systems and equipment
in a wide variety of situations. Many of these techniques
can be applied to ITS. Some of the basic techniques in-
clude:

• Redundancy
• Diverse Routing
• Encryption
• Physical Security
Redundancy is the “duplication or repetition of

elements … to provide alternate functional channels in case
of failure”1. The most familiar instance of redundancy is the
replication of computer servers or switching equipment
within a site in a fault tolerant configuration to maintain
service in the event of an equipment failure.

In mission-critical systems requiring extremely high
availability, it is also usual to provide replication of equip-
ment and/or capabilities in a geographically remote loca-
tion. In the event of a complete loss of a facility, recovery
procedures allow the operation to be recovered at the
replicated site. The recovery procedures for a replicated
facility can be manual or automatic, full or partial function-
ality, on dedicated equipment, or on equipment serving
another operational need. In some cases two facilities are
paired, and in the event of failure, the remaining facility
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Focus onSecurity

Virginia’s DMV Coordinates
Security with State Police

The Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles is fully
supporting and assisting the Commonwealth’s lead safety
and law enforcement agency, Virginia State Police, to
ensure the safe movement of motor carriers on Virginia’s
highways.  DMV weigh station employees are assisting law
enforcement officers as they increase their scrutiny of
commercial vehicle operations.

DMV network capabilities provide a useful and rapid
pipeline to perform electronic checks for CDL backgrounds,
stolen vehicle reports and proper carrier and vehicle regis-
tration.  Commercial vehicle operations play a major role in
the nation’s transportation system and must be monitored
and protected for the valuable resource they represent to the
overall well being of our economy.

ITS’s New Mission: Transportation
Security

Brien Benson, President, ITSVA
The attacks of September 11 on the United States have

focused keen attention on both operations and infrastructure
of all modes of transportation in this country.  Obvi-

ously airport and airline security have received
the greatest immediate attention, but trucking

operations, ports, heavily traveled transit
routes, interstate bus operations, and
highway evacuation routes are high
priorities for enhanced security.

Clearly it is time for a reevaluation
of the contributions that ITS can make to

the strength of the nation’s transportation
system, a fact underscored by the prompt

creation by ITS America of a Homeland
Security task force, and the issuance by the U.S.

Department of Transportation of a Broad Agency
Announcement soliciting proposals—of almost any sort—
for improving the nation’s transportation security.  Some of
the most pressing ITS issues of recent years—including the
rate at which ITS should be mainstreamed, the degree to
which ITS should identify itself with the management and
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takes on the workload of both facilities, with or without
some loss of functionality or performance.

These techniques are directly applicable to ITS.
Redundant equipment configurations are used routinely
today to eliminate single points of failure in critical ITS
components. Off site replication of ITS assets, or provisions
to quickly relocate major ITS functions (e.g. control cen-
ters) are much less common. Agency managers have been
reluctant to invest in such off-site capabilities for several
reasons including:
• An assessment that loss of an entire facility is too

unlikely an event to justify the cost of a replicated
capability,

• An assessment that the facility is not critical enough to
warrant replication, or that the operation can continue
adequately without the facility in the event of a
catastrophic facility failure,

• Lack of budgetary resources to support the design and
deployment of the replicated facility.
Diverse Routing is a special case of redundancy

applied to communications circuits. Telecommunications
users and providers determined early on that replicating a
communications circuit on the same transmission equip-
ment (cable plants, radios etc.) provided little increase in
reliability. Consequently, the practice developed of replicat-
ing high-priority mission critical circuits on diverse paths.
Many variations of this practice are in use today. Some
systems use leased telecommunications facilities and
privately owned telecommunications resources to provide
route diversity. Fiber optic systems designers often config-
ure networks in loops so that a cut in the fiber bundle can be
bypassed by traversing the loop in the opposite direction.

The use of diverse routing in ITS varies widely from
implementation to implementation. The key factors driving
the decisions are cost, right of way access, and the percep-
tion of risk. Cost is a significant factor as the development
of a diverse route usually involves a circuit cost increase
greater than 100%. This is true simply because agencies
usually choose the least cost alternative for the primary
circuit. In some cases the diverse routed circuit cost can be
many times the cost of the original circuit, as in the case of
an agency owned fiber circuit replicated on a commercial
carrier. Right of way access is a significant factor, as many
transportation agencies route fiber within their right of ways
to control cost and improve physical security. This can lead
to situations where fiber loops are geographically folded
back on themselves, or where the physical separation of
opposite sides of the loop are very limited (e.g. maximum
achievable separation is opposite sides of a subway tunnel).
Finally, risk perception is also key to the decision on
diverse routing. Risk, as perceived by the using agency, is a
combination of the criticality of the circuit to operations and
the likelihood that the circuit will be lost. Not every circuit
is sufficiently critical to warrant the trouble and expense of

diverse routing. There may be a perception in the using
agency that the likelihood of losing the single route of a
critical circuit is sufficiently low that diverse routing of that
circuit isn’t worthwhile. Recent events may be cause for
reassessing the likelihood of losing a critical circuit without
diverse route protection.

Encryption  is the encoding of communications traffic
to prevent the unauthorized monitoring or alteration of its
content. Encryption has been used in military communica-
tions for centuries. Encryption of civilian and commercial
communications has only become common within the last
20 years or so. Many commercial Internet transactions are
encrypted, with the encryption process embedded in the
browser and server software. The recently adopted Virtual
Private Networking
(VPN) technology
uses encryption to
enable the
transmission of
confidential
business informa-
tion within a
company but across
unsecured Internet
connections.

Encryption within
ITS has been very limited to date. Part of the reason is that
many of the communications channels are provided by
agency owned or leased communications assets which are
generally felt to be less susceptible to mischief than the
Internet or the public switched network. Encryption is likely
to become more prevalent given the current environment,
and the increasing reliance of ITS on wireless technologies
such as digital radio.

Physical Security is the provision of physical safe-
guards and barriers to prevent unauthorized access or
tampering with equipment. Core ITS assets (servers, control
centers, communications hubs) are generally situated in
locations that provide some degree of physical security.
Some assets such as sensors and variable message signs
need to be in publicly accessible and/or visible locations in
order to function, however some measures can still be taken
to limit access. Physical security can be enhanced by
improving the integrity of the barriers to entry to locations
containing ITS assets, and by improving vandal-proof
packaging of assets which cannot be placed in hidden,
secured locations.

In summary, telecommunications users and providers
have developed a number of ways to improve the resilience
of their systems in the face of major failures. Many of these
techniques are applicable to ITS and are likely to influence
the design of ITS purchases and installations in the future.

1. American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, Fourth
Edition, copyright Hough & Mifflin Company , 2000
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promise for supporting
emergency dispatch,
evacuation, rescue,
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activities...
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EPS in the Washington DC Area
ITSVA & ITSMaryland Co-Sponsor Workshop

Imagine a typical workday...You drive to your park-
and-ride lot to catch the train into downtown.  A card on
your dashboard pays for your day’s parking.  As you make
your way through the station, you wave your card at the
turnstile to pay your fare.   Or, you fly into Dulles, return-
ing from a business trip.  As you drive out the long-term
parking gates, the card pays for your parking.  As
you head home from the airport, your card
picks up the tolls.

An integrated electronic payment
system (EPS) in the Washington, D.C.
region could make all this happen.

The Intelligent Transportation
Societies of Virginia (ITSVA) and
Maryland (ITSMaryland) are spon-
soring a workshop for ITS, transit, and
transportation professionals to explore
the possibilities for EPS in Washington,
D.C.

This one-day workshop, November 29
at the University of Virginia/Virginia Tech
Northern Virginia Center, will review the many pos-
sible applications of electronic payment systems for trans-
portation in the Washington, D.C. region.

We’ll review the current status of transportation EPS
technologies in the region and focus on the issues, concerns
and requirements to deploy an integrated EPS in the region.
Participants will help articulate the major goals of integrat-
ing EPS and help identify strategic approaches, major
participating organizations, stakeholders, institutional
issues, funding sources and other factors critical to the
design and implementation of the integrated transportation
EPS.

For more details, including a complete schedule and
registration form, see www.itsva.org/library/
MDWorkshop.pdf.  Registrations must be returned to
ITSVA headquarters by Wednesday, November 21.

Policy Power for Southwest Virginia
ITSVA Co-Sponsors Policy Leadership
Conference

ITSVA, the New Century Technology Council and
Virginia Tech’s Institute for Policy Research have teamed to
sponsor a rural issues policy and leadership conference
focusing on policy challenges in Southwest Virginia No-
vember 25-27.

Southwest Virginia has lagged the rest of the
Commonwealth in economic and community

development, losing population and suffer-
ing from fewer attractive employment and
business opportunities and higher
unemployment rates.  Despite efforts by
regional leaders and legislators, recent
redistricting reduces the number of
legislators available to speak for the
region in Richmond.

Current and former leaders from
the region, political and policy analysts

and scholars will offer analyses and pre-
scriptions concerning the region’s alternatives

in the coming decade.  This conference focuses on
building policy influence related to high technology and
transportation.

Speakers include former Virginia Governor Linwood
Holton, Emory & Henry President Tom Morris, Rutgers
University Public Policy Professor Alan Rosenthal, and
journalist Jeff Schapiro.

The aim of the conference is to enhance regional
networks of interest that can deepen cooperation among
local governments and regional delegations in the Virginia
General Assembly and the U.S. Congress.  Out of those
networks, we expect that Southwest Virginia can become “a
mouse that roars,” gaining influence over public policies
that belies our current size and wealth.

Registration forms and conference details are avail-
able at www.itsva.org/library/policypower1.pdf.

Special Tanks
to ITSVA Board

Members John Collura
and Ray Pethtel for

planning these
events.

operations function, and privacy issues associated with
surveillance technologies—must now all be considered
within the context of how ITS can best promote the security
of America’s transportation systems.

ITS Virginia is adapting itself rapidly to the new
realities of transportation, and in this issue of our newslet-
ter, the first since September 11, we present two perspec-
tives on the relevance of ITS to transportation security.
First, ITSVA president-elect Rob Ayers discusses key

security issues in telecommunications as they relate to
transportation.  Second, Lynwood Butner, Assistant Com-
missioner of Virginia’s Department of Motor Vehicles,
explains the department’s perspective on commercial
vehicle security.  These articles are just the beginning of
what will be an ongoing exploration by the Intelligent
Transportation Society of Virginia of how ITS can most
effectively promote improved security of our nation’s
transportation system.

President’s Message:  Transportation Security
Continued from page 1
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WWW.ITSVA.ORG is updated frequently—stop by for
the latest news!

Sign up for ITSVA’s YAHOO! Group.  Go to
groups.yahoo.com and enter ITSVA in the search box.
Follow the instructions to sign up.

The Consortium for ITS Training and Education
(CITE) announces the availability of a new systems engi-
neering course. The “Applied Systems Engineering for
Advanced Transportation Projects” course outlines a set of
four measures ITS systems engineers need to draw on when
designing a new system–availability, maintainability,
expandability, and interoperability. This course is intended
to compliment the “Introduction to Systems Engineering”
course developed by FHWA in that it covers additional
important aspects of systems engineering that are essential
to the design of Intelligent Transportation Systems.
Through clear and easy-to-understand strategies, students
should be able to recognize and evaluate important mecha-
nisms associated with systems engineering, including
design trade-offs, standards specifications, risks involved,
and interfaces with other systems.

“Applied Systems Engineering for Advanced Trans-
portation Projects” introduces the principles and techniques
necessary to complete a detailed systems engineering
process. The course is designed to lead students through the
logical sequence of operations, and discusses in turn the
planning, design, and implementation processes, as well as
integration with legacy systems. The role of the National
ITS architecture and standards in systems engineering is
addressed at length. Upon completion, students will have a
better understanding of how to analyze a system design,
implement, and test its application in order to eliminate
mistakes normally developed during the initial ITS design
stage.

CITE Develops New Systems Engineering Course
Since its introduction, this course has received posi-

tive feedback. As one student commented, “This course has
helped me to appreciate the many facets of systems engi-
neering and the ways that they can be most effectively
applied to ITS.” Another said, “The topics of systems
engineering were presented in a manner that they can be
easily understood and applied immediately.”

Developing an ITS system without formal ITS educa-
tion or experience is comparable to a biochemist being
asked to design a bridge. Although a biochemist is highly
skilled in certain technologies and may have an advanced
degree, bridge design requires a specialized discipline, with
a special knowledge in the latest developments and tools.
This new course offers the wide-ranging information and
tools essential to ITS systems engineers.

 “Applied Systems Engineering for Advanced Trans-
portation Projects” is available in an interactive web-based
format. Online availability 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, eliminates the costs and inconvenience of attending a
course away from the office. Students also enjoy the
stimulating mix of participatory activities such as simula-
tions, self study quizzes and exercises, drag and drop pages,
crossword puzzles and jeopardy games, which keep them
engaged and active in the learning process. This course is
made available through The Consortium for ITS Training
and Education (CITE) with funding provided by the ITS
America Education and Training Committee.

Mark Your Calendar
November 25-27 Policy Power for Southwest Virginia

Conference, Hotel Roanoke & Confer-
ence Center

November 29 ITSVA/ITSMaryland EPS Workshop,
Virginia Tech/University of Virginia
Northern Virginia Center, Falls Church

December 6-7 ITSVA/I-95 Corridor Coalition Joint
Meeting, Renaissance Portsmouth
Hotel, Portsmouth

June 4-5, 2002 8th Annual ITSVA Conference, Hilton
McLean Tyson’s Corner, McLean

ITSVA will hold a joint meeting with the I-95 Corridor
Coalition in Portsmouth on Thursday and Friday, December
6-7.

Thursday’s session will be a regular meeting of the I-
95 Corridor coalition in which ITSVA members are invited
to learn more about the group and the opportunities for joint
projects.

Friday will be a joint meeting to discuss transportation
security and interstate commerce.

 This is the first time the I-95 Corridor Coalition has
held a meeting with a local state chapter; therefore we
encourage all ITSVA members to participate.

The meeting will be held at the Renaissance Ports-
mouth Hotel in Portsmouth, where the room rate for this
meeting is $55 per night.  Hotel reservations can be made
by calling (757) 673-3000 or online at
www.renaissanceportsmouth.com. Watch your email and
mail box for details.

ITSVA Holds Joint Meeting
with I-95 Corridor Coalition


